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 “So? You should have found the news, right? Earth has become a high–class citizen 
planet of the Milky Way Empire and is protected by the Milky Way Empire. Do you dare 
to violate the rules of the empire and attack us?” David calmly asked.  

“I‘m curious, how did you do it? Firstly, you wouldn‘t have had enough time, and 
second, where did you get such a large sum of money? It‘s not cheap to turn an 
indigenous living planet into a high–class citizen planet,” Adan suppressed the anger in 
his heart and asked aloud.  

He wanted to know what was going on here.  

Even if he could not plant the slave mark, he should at least recover some losses for the 
family.  

Otherwise, this trip would have been in vain.  

“The process doesn‘t matter, does it? What‘s important is the result. A super family like 
yours has so many direct descendants , so why would you violate the rules of the Milky 
Way Empire for Pavan‘s sake? Besides, you‘re also in a pretty sticky situation right now, 
no?” David said jokingly.  

Adan‘s eyes twitched.  

“Where did you get this news?”  

“You don‘t have to worry about that. The Dallarosa family has publicly challenged you. 
Once they find dirt on you, they will definitely use it. You must think clearly whether it‘s 
worth it to  

violate the rules of the Milky Way Empire and destroy Earth.” The scene fell into a brief 
silence again.  

Selena and others looked happy.  

It did not matter how David did it.  

It would be fine as long as he could deter the people of the Tuffin family and make them 
not dare to do anything to the Earth.  

When everyone was feeling happy in secret, Adan said indifferently.  



“Earthlings, you are so naive. Do you really think you found our weakness? Can you 
aborigines even imagine how the Tuffin family became one of the eight prominent 
families of the Milky Way Empire? Even if we do not have it easy now, it‘s not  
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something you can threaten us with. Remember, aborigines, only trash of the lowest tier 
like you can be governed by the rules. If you were not a high–class citizen planet, some 
of you could still survive this. Even if you could only become our slaves, you could still 
keep your lives, right? But now, you only have one fate: to become burial offerings for 
Pavan Tuffin.”  

David frowned.  

Mason and the others behind him felt their hearts sink.  

Before David could say anything, they heard Adan‘s voice again.  

“Prepare all the Level One Magnetic Cannons. Destroy Earth and leave no one 
behind.”  

Soon after, the eight Level One Magnetic Cannons on the Milky  

Way Battleship started charging.  

They were much more powerful than the Level Three Magnetic Cannon just now.  

With one shot, it could penetrate a small planet like Earth.  

It was even more terrifying than a comet hitting the Earth.  

If all eight cannons shot at Earth, Earth would be officially doomed.  

Aside from David and the others in space, no one on Earth could escape.  

However, the more powerful the magnetic cannons, the longer they would need to 
charge.  

David‘s strong mind power could feel the power of this blow.  

The Earth would be unable to withstand it even if it was so far away.  

David could not let such a powerful attack land on Earth.  

“David, leave now! Leave it to us. Even if we die, we want to die with the human beings 
on Earth. Remember to avenge us in the future,” Mason shouted.  



“He‘s right, Mr. David. You should go now! We can die, but you can‘t because you are 
the hope of all humans on our planet.”  

David turned to look at the people who were ready to face death.  

Human beings on Earth were the most united at this time.  

This was what he wanted to see the most.  

His eyes moved to Selena, and he noticed that the girl was looking at him stupidly.  

Selena also caught David‘s gaze.  

At this moment, she seemed to have made a big decision.  

She approached David in one step and quietly whispered into David‘s ear, “David, you 
must live well. Don‘t forget Celia and me, as we will always protect you from heaven. 
Unfortunately, you still couldn‘t accept me in the end, so I can only leave this world with 
regret. If there is a next life, I will ensure I will be the first to meet you.”  

The Milky Way Battleship was almost done charging.  

After Selena finished speaking, she rushed directly to the launch port of one of the Level 
One Magnetic Cannons without giving David a chance to react.  

At the same time, Mason and the others rushed out without any hesitation. Everyone 
understood.  
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Once the cannons finished charging, they would no longer be able to stop it. So, they 
could only go and interrupt the Level One Magnetic Cannon before it was fully charged.  

Otherwise, they could only watch Earth being destroyed in front of their eyes.  

Each Super–Gods took charge of a cannon, while two or three partial Super–Gods like 
Selena would work together to take care of one cannon.  

Inside the Milky Way Battleship‘s control room, Adan looked at the earthlings rushing 
towards the launch port of the cannon.  

With a sneer, he spat out two words, “How naive.”  



Magnetic cannons were not weaker than laser cannons.  

Not everyone could interrupt it while it was charging.  

‘These Earthlings are nothing more than aboriginal rubbish that has not even reached 
Satellite Rank. Yet, they‘re so delusional to think that they can interrupt the charging of 
Level One Magnetic Cannons charging.  

‘How naive.  

‘But since these people want to die, then I‘ll fulfill their wish.’  

Mason and others were approaching the Milky Way Battleship.  

Then, a figure appeared in front of them suddenly and stood between them and the 
Milky Way Battleship.  

David had disappeared from where he was when Selena and the others charged 
forward and were about to reach the Milky Way Battleship.  

Of course, he could not let the elites of the Earth die.  

These would be the cornerstones for Earth when they entered the interstellar era in the 
future.  
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Therefore, nothing could happen to them.  

David instantly teleported in front of the giant Milky Way Battleship.  

With a kick…  

Boom!  

A loud sound caused Mason and the other elites‘ ears to buzz.  

Then, they looked at what happened in front of them with wide eyes and dropped jaws.  

David stood before them, but the Milky Way Battleship had disappeared from its original 
position.  

Now, it was more than ten kilometers away.  

‘What happened just now?  



‘Did David kick the gigantic Milky Way Battleship more than ten kilometers away?‘  

At the same time, the eight Level One Magnetic Cannons on the ship that had finished 
charging were kicked sideways by David. They shot into the void and disappeared.  

Meanwhile, David‘s energy skyrocketed, and his combat power reached peak Stellar 
Rank.  

Even the masters from Earth that rushed toward him struggled to get close to him.  

They could only watch him in shock from a distance.  

David‘s energy was like something from Heaven, miles apart from Super–Gods like 
Mason.  

They felt so tiny in front of the current David, and it was like they were a piece of leaf in 
a storm.  

“Go back now! Leave this to me. As long as I am here, no one can hurt a blade of grass 
on Earth!‘  
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Adan stared at David dozens of kilometers away from inside the Milky Way Battleship‘s 
control room.  

He was shocked.  

David‘s combat power had risen again.  

Although the kick just now failed to break the defense of the Milky Way Battleship, it 
could shift the Milky Way Battleship dozens of kilometers away.  

‘His combat power has definitely reached peak Stellar Rank.  

‘He jumped to peak Stellar Rank from beginner Stellar Rank. How did this aborigine do 
it?  

‘Has he been hiding his strength?‘  

This time, Adan felt fortunate that Orson had sent him.  



Otherwise, if he sent Stellar Rankers to face an earthling at peak Stellar Rank, there 
was a good chance that the Milky Way Battleship would be destroyed.  

The rest of the Tuffin family also stared at this aborigine in the distance.  

David had a young face, but his power was terrifying.  

This really changed their understanding of the aborigines.  

In their opinions, the aborigines were all rubbish with low strength who had never seen 
the world before.  

However, the aborigine in front of him had reached peak Stellar Rank at such a young 
age.  

He was already one of the strongest beings, even in the heart of the Milky Way  
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There was no way he would be associated with the aborigines.  

David stood in the void and shielded the Earth‘s powerhouses behind him.  

“David, you are the hope of our planet, so you can‘t die here. Leave now!” Mason said.  

“Yes, David, don‘t delay any longer. When the Tuffin family reacts, you won‘t be able to 
leave. Please leave now!” Selena persuaded him too.  

“Mr. David, please consider the overall situation and leave a little hope for Earth,”  

the others chimed in.  

Although they were astounded by the strength David was showing, David was still too 
weak to face a super–giant force like one of the eight prominent families of the Milky 
Way Empire.  

After all, David was too young.  

He might have a chance to avenge them all when he grows up.  

“I said, back off. I will handle this,” David said unmoved.  

“But…”  

“No buts. As long as I am there, I will not let the enemy come  



near Earth unless they step over my dead body.”  

Mason and the rest did not say anything.  

Now that David had said this, they could not say anything else.  

Therefore, they could only fight to the death.  

“Earthling, I have to say, you surprised me. You even concealed your strength. The 
Tuffin family would have met with unexpected failure in this remote place if I hadn‘t 
come in person. What a pity. You shouldn‘t have killed Pavan. If not, Earth would have 
had at least a few more months to live. Frankly speaking, with your strength, you would 
be powerful even in the center of the Milky Way, but since you offended the Tuffin 
family, I can‘t let you stay alive and have a chance to grow.”  

Adan‘s voice traveled a distance of dozens of kilometers and clearly reached the ears of 
David and the others.  

“Really? Are you surprised by that? Then there are even more surprises in store for you! 
Coincidentally, you don‘t want me alive, and I don‘t want you alive too,” David said with 
a sneer.  

Adan was a little confused by what David said.  

‘David said he wants to kill all of us.  

‘Even if he hides his strength, can a peak Stellar Rank kill a mid Cosmos Ranker?  

‘Isn‘t David insulting me?‘  

Adan asked in uncertainty, “You want to kill us right here?”  

“Yes,” David replied.  

He was not hiding what he was thinking at all.  

“With just your self–righteous peak Stellar Rank combat power? Do you think peak 
Stellar Rank is the strongest rank out there, you aborigine?” Adan asked sarcastically.  

David stopped answering Adan.  

Instead, he said to the elites behind him, “Retreat further back.”  

After Mason and the rest heard this, they looked at each other and backed away.  

They only stopped once they reached the Earth‘s atmosphere.  



When David felt it was almost enough, he looked at the spaceship more than ten 
kilometers away.  

Just now, he used the combat power of a peak Stellar Rank in his kick, but it did not 
seem to break through this scrap metals defense.  

Well…  

He should expose all of his power to finish this battle quickly.  

Boom! David‘s energy skyrocketed again, 
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After breaking through the peak Stellar Rank barrier, he crossed the chasm and 
reached partial Cosmos Rank.  

Although Mason and other elites from Earth had retreated far away enough, they could 
still feel the terror of David‘s energy.  

Now they had no idea where David‘s limit lay.  

He never seemed to reveal his true strength and had always kept an escape plan.  

Adan narrowed his eyes.  

‘Has his combat power risen again?  

‘He has already crossed peak Stellar Rank and reached partial Cosmos Rank.  

‘H–How is this possible?‘  

Before Adan could react, David‘s energy exploded again.  

He arrived at beginner Cosmos Rank from partial Cosmos Rank.  

“Impossible!”  

Adan stared at David with wide eyes and shouted loudly.  

At this moment, Lord Adan Tuffin of the Tuffin family, who was used to traveling across 
the Milky Way, was genuinely shocked  



How could a human living on an indigenous planet reach the combat power of Cosmos 
Rank?  

Most importantly, David looked so young.  
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Adan lived for hundreds of years and had never seen or heard such talent, not even in 
the heart of the Milky Way Empire.  

The word genius was already not enough to describe David.  

‘A peerless monster!‘  

Except for this word, Adan could not think of any other word to describe David  

‘I can‘t keep him.  

‘I can‘t keep this aborigine alive.  

I have to do everything to kill him right here.  

‘Otherwise, if he flees and has more time and opportunities to grow, the Tuffin family 
might die by the hands of this aborigine.  

‘He has such terrifying talent.‘  

David curled the corners of his lips slightly.  

I‘ll let myself go today.  

‘Feel the shock, my fellow aliens from the Milky Way!  

‘You can‘t afford to have any ideas on Earth!  

Then, he released the last energy that was hiding in his body.  

Boom boom boom!  

He upgraded from beginner Cosmos Rank and continued to rise to mid–Cosmos Rank, 
late Cosmos Rank, and then peak Cosmos Rank.  

Finally, David stopped at peak Cosmos Rank and did not rise anymore.  

This was the first time David exerted all of his power.  



He felt amazing.  

He clenched his fists and could feel his body flowing with explosive energy.  

David‘s momentum had pushed Mason and others a hundred kilometers away.  

Selena stared mesmerized at the god–like man in the distance.  

‘Is this all of David‘s strength?  

‘Sure enough, he has no problem handling his enemies no matter how powerful they 
are.’  

Adan was stunned.  

‘Peak Cosmos Rank?  

‘The combat power of this aborigine has reached peak Cosmos Rank?  

‘That‘s two realms higher than me.  

‘What’s happening to the world?  

‘Why am I suddenly so clueless?  

‘A young human on an indigenous living planet has a combat power that surpasses me, 
Lord Adan of the Tuffin family, who has been traversing the Milky Way for hundreds of 
years.  

‘I must be dreaming.‘  

Slap slap!  

Adan slapped himself twice.  

He wanted to wake himself up.  

However, even after the slaps, David continued to exude the power of a peak Cosmos 
Ranker dozens of kilometers away.  

 


